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Abstract
A parallel program archetype is an abstraction that captures the com
mon features of a class of problems with similar computational structure
and combines them with a parallelization strategy to produce a pattern of
dataow and communication Such abstractions are useful in application
development both as a conceptual framework and as a basis for tools and
techniques This paper describes an approach to parallel application de
velopment based on archetypes and presents two example archetypes with
applications
  Introduction
This paper proposes a specic method of exploiting computational and dataow
patterns to help in developing reliable parallel programs A great deal of work
has been done on methods of exploiting design patterns in program develop
ment This paper restricts attention to one kind of pattern that is relevant in
parallel programming the pattern of the parallel computation and communica
tion structure
Methods of exploiting design patterns in program development begin by
identifying classes of problems with similar computational structures and cre
ating abstractions that capture the commonality Combining a problem classs
computational structure with a parallelization strategy gives rise to a dataow
pattern and hence a communication structure It is this combination of compu
tational structure parallelization strategy and the implied pattern of dataow
and communication that we capture as a parallel programming archetype or just
an archetype
 
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Much previous work also addresses the identication and exploitation of
patterns The idea of design patterns especially for objectoriented design has
received a great deal of attention 
eg   Libraries of program skeletons
for functional and other programs have been developed  	 	 Algorithm
templates of the more common linear algebra programs have been developed and
then used in designing programs for parallel machines  Parallel structures
have been investigated by many other researchers   Structuring parallel
programs by means of examining dataow patterns has also been investigated
	 Our contribution is to show that combining consideration of broadly
dened computational patterns with dataow considerations is useful in the
systematic development of ecient parallel programs in a variety of widelyused
languages including Fortran and C
   Archetypebased assistance for application develop
ment
Although the dataow pattern is the most signicant aspect of an archetype
in terms of its usefulness in easing the task of developing parallel programs
including computational structure as part of the archetype abstraction helps in
identifying the dataow pattern and also provides some of the other benets
associated with patterns Such archetypes are useful in many ways
  A program skeleton and code library can be created for each archetype
where the skeleton deals with process creation and interaction between
processes and the code library encapsulates details of the interprocess
interaction If a sequential program ts an archetype then a parallel
program can be developed by eshing out the skeleton making use of
the code library The eshingout steps deal with dening the sequential
structure of the processes Thus programmers can focus their attention
primarily on sequential programming issues
  One way to achieve portability and performance is to implement com
mon patterns of parallel structures  those for a particular archetype or
archetypes  on dierent target architectures 
eg multicomputers sym
metric multiprocessors and nonuniformmemoryaccess multiprocessors
tuning the implementation to obtain good performance The cost of this
performance optimization eort is amortized over all programs that t the
pattern Indeed since an archetype captures computational structure as
well as dataow pattern it is possible for an implementation of a dataow
pattern to support more than one archetype
  Programmers often transform sequential programs to execute eciently
on parallel machines The process of transformation can be laborious and
errorprone However this transformation process can be systematized
for sequential programs that t specic computational patterns then if

a sequential program ts one of these patterns 
archetypes the transfor
mation steps appropriate to that pattern can be used Exploitation of the
pattern can make the transformation more systematic more mechanical
and better suited to automation
  Just as the identication of computational patterns in objectoriented de
sign is useful in teaching systematic sequential program design identi
cation of computational and dataow patterns 
archetypes is helpful in
teaching parallel programming
  Similarly just as the use of computational patterns can make reasoning
about sequential programs easier by providing a framework for proofs of
algorithmic correctness archetypes can provide a framework for reasoning
about the correctness of parallel programs Archetypes can also provide
frameworks for testing and documentation
  In some cases parallelizing compilers can generate programs that execute
more eciently on parallel machines if programmers provide information
about their programs in addition to the program text itself Although
the focus of this paper is on active stepwise renement by programmers
and not on compilation tools we postulate that the dataow pattern is
information that can be exploited by a compiler
  Archetypes may also be helpful in developing performance models for
classes of programs with common structure as discussed in 
  Archetypes can be useful in structuring programs that combine task and
data parallelism as described in 	
  An archetypebased program development strategy
Our general strategy for writing programs using archetypes is as follows
	 Start with a sequential algorithm 
or possibly a problem description
 Identify an appropriate archetype
 Develop an initial archetypebased version of the algorithm This ini
tial version is structured according to the archetypes pattern and gives
an indication of the concurrency to be exploited by the archetype Es
sentially this step consists of structuring the original algorithm to t
the archetype pattern and lling in the blanks of the archetype with
applicationspecic details Transforming the original algorithm into this
archetypebased equivalent can be done in one stage or via a sequence
of smaller transformations in either case it is guided by the archetype
pattern

An important feature of this initial archetypebased version of the algo
rithm is that it can be executed sequentially 
by converting any exploitable
concurrency constructs to sequential equivalents as described in the ex
amples For deterministic programs this sequential execution gives the
same results as parallel execution this allows debugging in the sequential
domain using familiar tools and techniques
 Transform the initial archetypebased version of the algorithm into an
equivalent algorithm suitable for ecient execution on the target archi
tecture The archetype assists in this transformation either via guidelines
to be applied manually or via automated tools Again the transformation
can optionally be broken down into a sequence of smaller stages and in
some cases intermediate stages can be executed 
and debugged sequen
tially A key aspect of this transformation process is that the transforma
tions dened by the archetype preserve semantics and hence correctness
 Implement the ecient archetypebased version of the algorithm using a
language or library suitable for the target architecture Here again the
archetype assists in this process not only by providing suitable trans
formations 
either manual or automatic but also by providing program
skeletons andor libraries that encapsulate some of the details of the par
allel code 
process creation messagepassing and so forth
A signicant aspect of this step is that it is only here that the application
developer must choose a particular language or library the algorithm ver
sions produced in the preceding steps can be expressed in any convenient
notation since the ideas are essentially languageindependent
This paper presents two example archetypes and shows how they and this strat
egy can be used to develop applications Our work to date has concentrated
on target architectures with distributed memory and messagepassing and the
discussion reects this focus but we believe that the work has applicability for
sharedmemory architectures as well
 Example The onedeep divideandconquer
archetype
  Computational pattern
  Traditional divide and conquer
Divide and conquer is a useful paradigm for solving a number of problems
including such diverse applications as sorting searching geometric algorithms
and matrix multiplication Briey the divideandconquer approach works as
follows The original problem P is split into N subproblems P
 
     P
N
 Each

subproblem P
i
is solved 
directly if it is suciently small otherwise recursively
to produce subsolution S
i
 The N subsolutions are combined to produce solution
S to problem P 
In this paradigm the subproblems into which the original problem is split can
be solved independently and a parallel program can be produced by exploiting
this potential concurrency as shown in gure 	 Every time the problem is
split into concurrentlyexecutable subproblems a new process is created until
some threshold size is reached whereupon the subproblem is solved sequentially
possibly using a sequential divide and conquer algorithm Such programs can
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Figure 	 Parallelization of traditional divide and conquer
be inecient however for two reasons
First problem sizes for parallel programs are usually large so data is often
distributed among processes Splitting the input data into small parts can
require inspection of all the input data which can be expensive in terms of
data transfer and the amount of memory required for a single process Similar
considerations apply to the output data
Second as can be seen in gure 	 the amount of actual concurrency varies
over the lifetime of the algorithm only during the solve phase of the algorithm
are the maximum number N of processes actually used which can lead to
ineciency if N is large and the tree shown in gure 	 is deep
   Onedeep divide and conquer
Both of these sources of ineciency can be addressed by a modication of the
original divideandconquer paradigm called onedeep divide and conquer 

First we assume that the input data is originally distributed among pro
cesses and that after execution the output data is to be distributed among
processes as well
Second rather than splitting the problem into a small number of subprob
lems which are then recursively split into smaller subproblems and so forth this
version of divide and conquer performs only a single level of splitsolvemerge

hence the name onedeep splitting the original problem directly into N sub
problems solving them independently and then merging the N subsolutions to
obtain a solution to the original problem That is the algorithm is structured
as follows
	 Split problem P into N subproblems P
 
     P
N
 Parameters for the split
are computed using a small sample of the problem data once these param
eters are computed collecting the data for the subproblems can be done
independently 
that is data for P
i
can be extracted from P independently
of data for P
j

 Solve the subproblems 
independently using a sequential algorithm to
produce subsolutions S
 
     S
N

 Merge the subsolutions into a solution S for P  This merge is accom
plished by rst repartitioning the subsolutions 
based again on parame
ters computed using a small sample of data from all subsolutions  ie
rearranging subsolutions S
 
     S
N
into S
 
 
     S
 
N
 and then perform
ing a local merge operation on each of the repartitioned subsolutions S
 
i

Combining the results of these local merge operations 
typically through
concatenation gives the total solution S
For many problems either the split or the merge step is degenerate  for
example no split is needed if the data is initially distributed in an acceptable
way among processes
Figure  illustrates this pattern The details of how the parameters for the
split or merge are computed can vary among algorithms and implementations
for example it can be done in a single process with the results then made known
to all processes or it can be done via identical computations in all processes
concurrently
 Parallelization strategy and dataow
Parallelization of the onedeep divideandconquer archetype is a straightfor
ward exploitation of the obvious concurrency During the split phase once the
parameters are computed the actual split can be accomplished by N concurrent
processes each collecting data for one subproblem P
i
 During the solve phase
all subproblems can be solved concurrently During the merge phase again once
the parameters are computed the merge can be accomplished by N concurrent

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Figure  Parallelization of onedeep divide and conquer

processes each collecting and locally merging data for one subsolution S
 
i
 De
pending on the details of the algorithm the computation of parameters for the
split and the merge can be either be done entirely sequentially 
either by having
one master process perform the computation and make its results available to
the other processes or by having all processes perform the same computation
concurrently or it can be done by rst independently computing N sets of
local parameters and then merging them sequentially
The archetypes dataow pattern arises from combining the above computa
tional pattern with the desired distribution of problem data 
input data at the
start of the computation and output data at the end of the computation Typ
ically the input andor output data is structured as a onedimensional array
in which the array elements can be scalars 
as in mergesort or a more com
plicated data structure 
as in the skyline problem with elements distributed
among processes with the details of the distribution depending on the problem
Figure  illustrates dataow in the case in which the split phase is degenerate

ie the initial distribution of data among processes is used as the result of
the split and the merge phase consists of concatenation 
ie the complete so
lution is the concatenation of the subsolutions Analogous dataow patterns
arise for algorithms in which the split phase is nontrivial and the merge phase
is degenerate
 Communication patterns
It is straightforward to infer the interprocess communication required for one
deep divide and conquer from dataow patterns like the one of gure 
  Alltoall communication is needed to redistribute data during the split
and merge phases with every process p sending to every other process q
a distinct portion of its data
  Either 
i a combination of gather and broadcast or 
ii alltoall commu
nication is needed before the sequential part of the computation of split or
merge parameters each process that is to perform the computation must
obtain data from every other process
  Broadcast communication is needed after the computation of split or
merge parameters if not all processes have performed the computation
 Applying the archetype
The onedeep divideandconquer archetype is most readily applied to algo
rithms that are already in the form of traditional recursive divide and conquer
The key to applying the archetype to such an algorithm lies in determining
how to transform the recursive 
often twoway split and merge of the original
algorithm into an N way onedeep split and merge It is dicult to automate

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Figure  Dataow in onedeep divide and conquer with degenerate split and
concatenation merge

or provide detailed guidelines for this step but the transformation is aided to
some extent by consideration of the overall archetype pattern as is illustrated
by the examples in the remainder of this section
 Application example	 Mergesort
This section presents in some detail the development of a onedeep version
of the mergesort algorithm based on the general onedeep divideandconquer
archetype and its transformation into a program suitable for execution on a
distributedmemory messagepassing computer
  Problem description
The problem addressed by the mergesort algorithm is to sort an array into
ascending order In sequential mergesort the split phase of the algorithm simply
splits the array into left and right halves the basecase solve trivially sorts an
array of a single element and the merge phase of the algorithm merges two
sorted arrays
   Archetypebased algorithm version 
The onedeep version of mergesort proceeds as follows
  The split phase is degenerate the initial distribution of data among pro
cesses is taken to be the split
  The local solve phase consists of sorting the data in each process locally
using any ecient sequential algorithm
  The merge phase proceeds as follows
	 Using information about some 
or all local lists compute N	 split
ters s
 
 s

     s
N 
 where s
i
 s
i 
 
These are the parameters
of the merge phase There are several approaches to computing these
points we do not give details
 Use these splitters to split the local sorted lists into N sorted sublists
such that elements with values at most s
i
belong to the ith list
 Redistribute these sublists in such manner that sublists with elements
with values at most s
i
from all processes are located at process i
 In each process merge these sorted sublists
After the algorithm terminates process i has a sorted list whose elements are
larger than the elements of process i 	s list but smaller than the elements of
process i  	s list
It is then straightforward to write down this algorithm gure  shows C
like pseudocode using the CC 		 parfor construct to express exploitable
	
concurrency Observe that the iterations of each parfor loop are independent

this is part of the computational pattern captured by the archetype so this
algorithm can be executed 
and debugged if necessary sequentially by replacing
the parfor loops with for loops Observe also that this algorithm could be
executed without change and with the same results on an architecture that
supports the parfor construct
void
mergesortint DataSize int N
Distrarray DataNDataSizeN
	
Localsplitters LSN 

Globalsplitters GS 

Distrarrays SplitDataNNDataSize 

  solve phase  
parfor i 
 iN 
 i
localsortDatai 

  merge phase  
parfor i 
 iN 
 i
computelocalsplitsDatai LSi 

computesplitsLS GS 

parfor i 
 iN 
 i
localrepartitionGS Datai SplitDatai 

parfor i 
 iN 
 i
localmergeSplitData Datai 


Figure  Mergesort version 	
 	 Archetypebased algorithm version  
Guided by the archetype 
ie by the dataow pattern of gure  we can
then rewrite the algorithm of gure  in a form more suitable for a distributed
memory messagepassing architecture For such architectures the archetype
can be expressed as an SPMD 
singleprocess multipledata computation with
N processes each corresponding to one of the elements of the parfor loops in
the initial version The archetypes dataow pattern indicates how this conver
sion is to be done The archetype supplies any code skeleton needed to create
and connect the N processes gure  shows pseudocode for one process The
transformation between the two algorithm versions guided by the archetype
is straightforward and when performed according to archetypebased guidelines
preserves program semantics
		
void
mergesortprocessint DataSize int N
Distrarraysection DataDataSize
	
Localsplitters LSN 

Globalsplitters GS 

Distrarraysections SplitDataNDataSize 

  solve phase  
localsortData 

  merge phase  
computelocalsplitsData LSi 

broadcastLSi 

 gather the LSjs broadcast by other processes 
gatherLS 

computesplitsLS GS 

localrepartitionGS Data SplitData 

 exchange SplitDataj with process j 
redistributeSplitData 

localmergeSplitData Data 


Figure  Mergesort version 
	
 
 Implementation
Transformation of the algorithm shown in gure  into code in a sequential
language plus messagepassing is straightforward based on the dataow diagram
of gure  with most of the details encapsulated in the broadcast gather and
redistribution routines This algorithm and a traditional parallel mergesort
algorithmhave been implemented in C with NX and executed on the Intel Delta
Figure  shows the speedups 
compared to sequential mergesort obtained using
the two algorithms In the gure perfect speedup represents the best speedup
obtainable without superlinear eects and is simply the number of processors
As anticipated the onedeep version performs signicantly better An analogous
comparison for a sharedmemory architecture can be found in 
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
 Other application examples
The above discussion of mergesort illustrates that the key diculty in applying
the onedeep archetype to a divideandconquer problem is algorithmic deter
mining an eective N way split andor merge This section therefore presents
additional examples  the skyline problem and quicksort  focusing on this
algorithmic aspect Other problems amenable to onedeep solutions include the
convex hull problem and the problem of nding the two nearest neighbors in a
set of points in a plane
	
  The skyline problem
The skyline problem as described in  consists of merging a collection of
rectangularlyshaped buildings into a single skyline In the sequential divide
andconquer algorithm the basecase solution takes a single building and returns
it as a skyline and the merge operation merges two skylines into one by con
sidering their overlap A onedeep version of this algorithm is similar to the
onedeep mergesort algorithm in x it proceeds as follows
  The split phase is degenerate the initial distribution of data among N
processes 
each process has part of the collection of buildings is taken to
be the split
  The local solve phase consists of nding the skyline for each local collec
tion using the sequential algorithm
  The merge phase proceeds as follows
	 Sample the data locally to nd the distribution of points within the
local skylines 
in particular nd the leftmost and the rightmost
points of each local skyline
 Using these sample points compute splitters which are the loca
tions of vertical lines that cut all local skylines into N regions 
which
possibly have approximately equal number of points
 Use these splitters to split each skyline into N adjacent buildings
each located between two splitters
 Redistribute these buildings between the processes so that each pro
cess receives all buildings within some region between two splitters
 In each process combine the buildings using the merge algorithm
from the sequential algorithm
The concatenation of the local skylines is then the nal skyline
   Quicksort
The problem addressed by the quicksort algorithm is the same as that addressed
by mergesort namely to sort an array into ascending order In sequential quick
sort the split phase of the algorithm splits the array into two halves based on
the value of a pivot element with smaller elements in one half and larger el
ements in the other The basecase solve trivially sorts an array of a single
element and the merge phase simply concatenates the two subsolutions with
the pivot element between them The onedeep version of quicksort unlike the
onedeep versions of mergesort and the skyline algorithm has a nontrivial split
phase and a degenerate merge phase It proceeds as follows
	
  The split phase selects N 	 pivot elements 
where N is the number of pro
cessors p
 
     p
N 
and partitions data into segments P
 
     P
N
such
that data in segment P
i
is between p
i
and p
i 

  The local solve phase consists of sorting the data in each process locally
using any ecient sequential algorithm
  The merge phase is degenerate
After the algorithm terminates process i has a sorted list whose elements are
larger than the elements of process i 	s list but smaller than the elements of
process i 	s list so the nal sorted list is the concatenation of the local lists
 Example The meshspectral archetype
  Computational pattern
A number of scientic computations can be expressed in terms of operations on
N dimensional grids While it is possible to abstract from such computations
patterns resembling higherorder functions 
like that of traditional divide and
conquer for example our experience with realworld applications suggests that
such patterns tend to be too restrictive and inexible to address any but the sim
plest problems Instead the pattern captured by the meshspectral archetype
 
is one in which the overall computation is based on N dimensional grids 
where
N is usually 	  or  and structured as a sequence of the following operations
on those grids
Grid operations which apply the same operation to each point in the grid
using data for that point and possibly neighboring points If the operation
uses data from neighboring points the set of variables modied in the
operation must be disjoint from the set of variables used as input Input
variables may also include global variables 
variables common to all
points in the grid eg constants
Row column operations which apply the same operation to each row 
col
umn in the grid 
Analogous operations can be dened on subsets of grids
with more than  dimensions The operation must be such that all rows

columns are operated on independently  that is the calculation for
row i cannot depend on the results of the calculation for row j where
i  j
Reduction operations which combine all values in a grid into a single value

eg nding the maximum element
 
We call this archetype meshspectral because it combines and generalizes two earlier
archetypes a mesh archetype focusing on grid operations and a spectralmethods archetype
focusing on row and column operations
	
File inputoutput operations which read or write values for a grid
Data may also include global variables common to all points in the grid 
con
stants for example or the results of reduction operations and the computation
may include simple control structures based on these global variables 
for ex
ample looping based on a variable whose value is the result of a reduction
 Parallelization strategy and dataow
Most of the operations that characterize this archetype have obvious exploitable
concurrency given the datadependency restrictions described in x	 
eg for
row operations results for row i cannot depend on results for row j and
they lend themselves to parallelization based on the strategy of partitioning
the data grid into regular contiguous subgrids 
local sections and distributing
them among processes As described in this section some operations impose
requirements on how the data is distributed while others do not All operations
assume that they are preceded by the equivalent of barrier synchronization
Grid operations Provided that the restriction in x	 is met points can be
operated on in any order or simultaneously Thus each process can com
pute 
sequentially values for the points in its local section of the grid
and all processes can operate concurrently
Grid operations impose no restrictions on data distribution although the
choice of data distribution may aect the resulting programs eciency

Row column operations Provided that the restriction in x	 is met rows
can be operated on simultaneously or in any order
These operations impose restrictions on data distribution Row operations
require that data be distributed by rows while column operations require
that data be distributed by columns
Reduction operations Provided that the operation used to perform the re
duction is associative 
eg maximum or can be so treated 
eg oating
point addition if some degree of nondeterminism is acceptable reductions
can be computed concurrently by allowing each process to compute a lo
cal reduction result and then combining them for example via recursive
doubling
Reduction operations like grid operations may be performed on data
distributed in any convenient fashion

This paper addresses only the question of which data distributions are compatiblewith the
problems computational structure Within these constraints programmers may choose any
data distribution choosing the data distribution that gives the best performance is important
but orthogonal to the concerns of this paper However an archetypebased performance
model such as that described in 	 may help with this choice
	
Observe that after completion of a reduction operation all processes have
access to its result this must be guaranteed by the implementation
File inputoutput operations Exploitable concurrency and appropriate data
distribution depend on considerations of le structure and 
perhaps system
dependent IO considerations One possibility is to operate on all data
sequentially in a single process which implies a data distribution in
which all data is collected in a single process Another possibility is to
perform IO concurrently in all processes 
actual concurrency may be
limited by system or le constraints using any convenient data distribu
tion
Patterns of dataow arise as a consequence of how the above operations are
composed to form an individual algorithm if two operations requiring dierent
data distributions are composed in sequence they must be separated by data
redistribution 
for distributed memory Distributed memory introduces the
additional requirement that each process have a duplicate copy of any global
variables with their values kept synchronized  that is any change to such a
variable must be duplicated in each process before the value of the variable is
used again A key element of this archetype is support for ensuring that these
requirements are met This support can take the form of guidelines for manually
transforming programs as in our archetypeimplementation user guides 	 
or it could be expressed in terms of more formal transformations with proofs of
their correctness 
currently in work
 Communication patterns
The above dataow patterns give rise to the need for the following communica
tion operations
Grid redistribution If dierent parts of the computation require dierent
distributions  for example if a row operation is followed by a column
operation  data must be redistributed among processes as in gure 
Exchange of boundary values If a grid operation uses value from neighbor
ing points points on the boundary of each local section will require data
from neighboring processes local sections This dataow requirement can
be met by surrounding each local section with a ghost boundary containing
shadow copies of boundary values from neighboring processes and using
a boundaryexchange operation 
in which neighboring processes exchange
boundary values to refresh these shadow copies as shown in gure 
Broadcast of global data When global data is computed 
or changed in
one process only 
for example if it is read from a le a broadcast oper
ation is required to reestablish copy consistency
	
data distributed
by columns
by rows
data distributed
redistribution
Figure  Redistribution rows to columns
ghost boundaries
boundary exchange
Figure  Boundary exchange
	
Support for reduction operations Reduction operations can be supported
by several communication patterns depending on their implementation
eg alltooneonetoall or recursive doubling Figure  shows recursive
doubling used to compute the sum of the elements of an array
a(1) a(2) a(3) a(4)
sum(a(1:2)) sum(a(1:2)) sum(a(3:4)) sum(a(3:4))
sum(a(1:4)) sum(a(1:4)) sum(a(1:4)) sum(a(1:4))
Figure  Recursive doubling to compute a reduction 
sum
Support for le inputoutput operations File inputoutput operations can
be supported by several communication patterns eg data redistribution

onetoall or alltoone
All of the required operations can be supported by a communication library
containing a boundaryexchange operation a general dataredistribution oper
ation and a general reduction operation It is straightforward to write down
specications of these operations in terms of pre and postconditions 
which
is helpful in determining where they should be used these specications can
then be implemented in any desired language or library as part of an archetype
implementation
 Applying the archetype
In contrast to the onedeep divideandconquer algorithms examined in x
where the key diculties were algorithmic the key diculties in applying the
meshspectral archetype to an algorithm have to do with converting the initial
archetypebased version to an architecturespecic version These diculties
are most pronounced when the target architecture imposes requirements for
distributed memory and messagepassing but similar transformations may pro
duce more ecient programs for other architectures 
eg nonuniformmemory
access multiprocessors as well However because the specic transformations
required by an application are instances of patterns captured by the archetype
this conversion process is easier to perform than a more general conversion from
sequential to parallel or from sharedmemory to distributedmemory Further
the required communication operations can be encapsulated and implemented
	
in a reusable form thereby amortizing the implementation eort across multiple
applications The examples in x and x illustrate how this archetype can
be used to develop algorithms and transform them into versions suitable for
execution on a distributedmemory messagepassing architecture In addition
x briey describes realworld applications based on this archetype
 Application example	 Twodimensional FFT
We rst present a simple example making use of row and column operations
and data redistribution This example illustrates how the archetype guides the
process of transforming a sequential algorithm into a program for a distributed
memory messagepassing architecture
	 Problem description
The problem is to perform a twodimensional discrete Fourier transform 
us
ing the FFT algorithm in place This can be done 
as described in 	 by
performing a onedimensional FFT on each row of the twodimensional array
and then performing a onedimensional FFT on each column of the resulting
twodimensional array
	  Archetypebased algorithm version 
It is clear that the sequential algorithm described ts the pattern of the mesh
spectral archetype The data 
the twodimensional array is a grid and the
computation consists of a row operation followed by a column operation Thus
it is easy to write down an archetypebased version of the algorithm Fig
ure 	 shows HPFlike pseudocode for this version Observe that since the
iterations of each forall are independent this algorithm can be executed 
and
debugged if necessary sequentially by replacing each forall with a do loop
Observe also that this algorithm could be executed without change and with
the same results on an architecture that supports the forall construct
		 Archetypebased algorithm version  
We next consider how to transform the initial version of the algorithm into a
version suitable for execution on a distributedmemory messagepassing archi
tecture For such an architecture the archetype can be expressed as an SPMD
computation with P processes with the archetype supplying any code skele
ton needed to create and connect the P processes Guided by the archetype

ie by the discussion of dataow and communication patterns above we can
transform the algorithm of gure 	 into an SPMD computation in which each
process executes the pseudocode shown in gure 		 Since the precondition of
the row operation is that the data be distributed by rows and the precondition

subroutine twoDfftN M Data
integer intentin  N M
complex  DataN M
do row FFTs
HPF INDEPENDENT
forall i  N
call rowfftDatai
end forall
do column FFTs
HPF INDEPENDENT
forall j  M
call colfftDataj
end forall
end subroutine twoDfft
Figure 	 Twodimensional FFT version 	
of the column operation is that the data be distributed by columns we must in
sert between these two operations a data redistribution For the sake of tidiness
we add an additional data redistribution after the column operation to restore
the initial data distribution Observe that most of the details of interprocess
communication are encapsulated in the redistribution operation which can be
provided by an archetypespecic library of communication routines freeing the
application developer to focus on applicationspecic aspects of the program
	
 Implementation
Transformation of the algorithm shown in gure 		 into code in a sequential
language plus messagepassing is straightforward with most of the details en
capsulated in the redistribution routine This algorithm has been implemented
on top of a general meshspectral archetype implementation 
consisting of a
code skeleton and an archetypespecic library of communication routines The
archetype in turn has been implemented in both Fortran M  and Fortran
with MPI  The Fortran M version has been used to run applications on the
IBM SP and on networks of Sun workstations the MPI version has been used
to run applications on the IBM SP and on networks of Sun and Pentiumbased
workstations Figure 	 shows speedups of the MPI version of the parallel code
compared to the equivalent sequential code 
produced by executing version 	 of
the algorithm sequentially executed on the IBM SP

 Application example	 Poisson solver
We next present a less simple example making use of grid operations a reduc
tion operation and the use of a global variable for control ow This example
	
subroutine twoDfftprocessN M P Datarows
integer intentin  N M P
complex  DatarowsNP M
complex  DatacolsN MP
do row FFTs
do i   NP
call rowfftDatarowsi
end do
redistribute
call redistributeDatarows Datacols
do column FFTs
do j   MP
call colfftDatacolsj
end do
redistribute to restore original distribution
call redistributeDatacols Datarows
end subroutine twoDfftprocess
Figure 		 Twodimensional FFT version 
again illustrates how the archetype guides the process of transforming a se
quential algorithm into a program for a distributedmemory messagepassing
architecture
	 Problem description
The problem 
as described in  is to nd a numerical solution to the Poisson
problem



U
x




U
y

 f
x y
with Dirichlet boundary condition
u
x y  g
x y
using discretization and Jacobi iteration ie by discretizing the problem do
main and applying the followingoperation to all interior points until convergence
is reached
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A sequential program for this computation is straightforward It maintains two
copies of variable u one for the current iteration 
uk and one for the next
iteration 
ukp The initial values of uk are given by g for points on the
boundary of the grid and by an initial guess for points in the interior Array
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Figure 	 Speedup of parallel D FFT compared to sequential D FFT for
 by  grid FFT repeated 	 times on the IBM SP Disappointing perfor
mance is a result of too small a ratio of computation to communication This
parallelization of D FFT might nevertheless be sensible as part of a larger
computation or for problems exceeding the memory requirements of a single
processor

f is used to store the values of f at the grid points During each iteration
the program computes new values for the values of ukp at each interior point
based on the values of uk and f It then computes the maximum 
diffmax of
ju
k 
ij
 u
k
ij
j to check for convergence
	  Archetypebased algorithm version 
It is fairly clear again that the sequential algorithm described ts the pattern of
the meshspectral archetype The data consists of several grids 
uk ukp and
f and a global variable diffmax that is computed as the result of a reduction
operation and used in the programs control ow Thus it is straightforward to
write down an archetypebased version of the algorithm Figure 	 shows HPF
like pseudocode for this version using a grid with dimensions NX by NY Observe
that since the iterations of each forall are independent this algorithm can be
executed 
and debugged if necessary sequentially by replacing each forall with
nested do loops Observe also that this algorithm could be executed without
change and with the same results on an architecture that supports the forall
construct since the iterations of the forall are independent and the reduction
operation 
a global maximum is based on an associative operation
		 Archetypebased algorithm version  
We next consider how to transform the initial version of the algorithm into a
version suitable for execution on a distributedmemory messagepassing archi
tecture As with the twodimensional FFT program the overall computation
is to be expressed as an SPMD computation with the archetype supplying any
code skeleton needed to create and connect the processes Since the operations
that make up the computation have no datadistribution requirements it is
sensible to write the program using a generic block distribution 
distributing
data in contiguous blocks among NPXNPY processes conceptually arranged as
an NPX by NPY grid we can later adjust the dimensions of this process grid
to optimize performance Guided by the archetype 
ie by the discussion of
dataow and communication patterns above we can transform the algorithm
of gure 	 into an SPMD computation in which each process executes the
pseudocode shown in gure 	 The programs grids are distributed among pro
cesses with each local section surrounded by a ghost boundary to contain the
data required by the grid operation that computes ukp The global variable
diffmax is duplicated in each process copy consistency is maintained because
each copys value is changed only by operations that establish the same value in
all processes 
initialization and reduction Each grid operation is distributed
among processes with each process computing new values for the points in its
local section 
Observe that new values are computed only for points in the
intersection of the local section and the whole grids interior To satisfy the
precondition of a grid operation using data from neighboring points the com

subroutine poissonNX NY
integer intentin  NX NY
real dimensionNX NY  uk ukp f
real  diffmax
initialize boundary of u to gxy interior to initial guess
call initializeuk f
compute until convergence
diffmax  TOLERANCE  
do while diffmax  TOLERANCE
compute new values
HPF INDEPENDENT
forall i  NX j  NY
ukpij  HHfij 
 ukij  ukij 
 ukij  ukij
end forall
check for convergence
 compute maxabsukpij  ukij
diffmax  maxabsdiffukpNXNY
ukNXNY
copy new values to old values
ukNX NY  ukpNX NY
end do  while
call printuk
end subroutine poisson
Figure 	 Poisson solver version 	

putation of ukp is preceded by a boundary exchange operation The reduction
operation is also transformed in the manner described previously since a post
condition of this operation is that all processes have access to the result of the
reduction copy consistency is reestablished for loop control variable diffmax
before it is used As with the previous example all of these transformations
can be assisted by the archetype via any combination of guidelines formally
veried transformations or automated tools that archetype developers choose
to create Also as with the previous example observe that most of the details
of interprocess communication are encapsulated in the redistribution operation
which can be provided by an archetypespecic library of communication rou
tines freeing the application developer to focus on applicationspecic aspects
of the program
	
 Implementation
As in the previous example transformation of the algorithm shown in gure 	
into code in a sequential language plus messagepassing is straightforward
with most of the details encapsulated in the boundary exchange and reduc
tion routines This algorithm has been implemented on top of the same general
meshspectral archetype implementation mentioned in x Figure 	 shows
speedups of the MPI version of the parallel code compared to the equivalent
sequential code executed on the IBM SP
 Other application implementations
As the preceding examples illustrate the key benets of developing an algorithm
using the meshspectral archetype are 
i the guidelines or transformations for
converting the algorithm to a form suitable for the target architecture and

ii the encapsulated and reusable library of communication operations The
performance of the resulting programs is to a large extent dependent on the
performance of this communication library but our experiences as sketched
above and in the following section suggest that even fairly naive implementations
of the communication library can give acceptable performance Performance can
then be improved by tuning the library routines with potential benet for other
archetypebased applications
In this section we describe additional realworld applications we have devel
oped based on the meshspectral archetype For historical reasons to date they
have been implemented based on specialcase versions of the archetype 
a spec
tral archetype focusing on row and column operations and a mesh archetype
focusing on grid operations but they could equally well be implemented using
the general archetype

subroutine poissonprocessNX NY NPX NPY
integer intentin  NX NY NPX NPY
real dimensionNXNPX NYNPY  uk ukp f
real  diffmax localdiffmax
integer  ilo ihi jlo jhi
initialize boundary of u to gxy interior to initial guess
call initializesectionuk f
compute intersection of interior with local section
call xintersectNXiloihi
call yintersectNYjlojhi
compute until convergence
diffmax  TOLERANCE  
do while diffmax  TOLERANCE
compute new values
call boundaryexchangeuk
do j  jlo jhi
do i  ilo ihi
ukpij  HHfij 
 ukij  ukij 
 ukij  ukij
end do
end do
check for convergence
 compute maxabsukpij  ukij
localdiffmax  maxabsdiffukpiloihijlojhi
ukiloihijlojhi
diffmax  reducemaxlocaldiffmax
copy new values to old values
ukiloihijlojhi  ukpiloihijlojhi
end do  while
call printsectionuk
end subroutine poissonprocess
Figure 	 Poisson solver version 
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Figure 	 Speedup of parallel Poisson solver compared to sequential Poisson
solver for  by  grid 	 steps on the IBM SP
	 Compressible ow
Two similar computational uid dynamics codes have been developed using
archetypes These two codes simulate high Mach number compressible ow
both are based on the twodimensional mesh archetype and have been imple
mented in Fortran with NX for the Intel Delta and the Intel Paragon Figure 	
shows speedups for the rst code the speedups are for the Intel Delta and
are relative to singleprocessor execution of the parallel code Figures 	 and
 show sample output for the two codes The second version of the code is
notable for the fact that it was developed by an end user 
applied mathe
matician using the mesh archetype implementation and documentation with
minimal assistance from the archetype developers
	  Electromagnetic scattering
This code performs numerical simulation of electromagnetic scattering radia
tion and coupling problems using a nite dierence time domain technique It
is based on the threedimensional mesh archetype and has been implemented in
Fortran M for networks of Sun workstations and the IBM SP Figure 	 shows
speedups of the parallel code compared to the equivalent sequential code both
executed on the IBM SP This application is notable in that the parallel ver
sion of the code was developed from an existing sequential program by applying

a sequence of archetypeguided transformations to produce rst a sequential
simulation of the parallel code and then the actual parallel code During de
velopment of this application the transformations used to convert the original
sequential program into the sequential simulatedparallel version had not been
formally stated and proved so the correctness of these steps was established by
testing and debugging  which was done in the sequential domain with familiar
tools and techniques For the nal transformation 
from sequential simulated
parallel code to actual parallel code for programs based on this archetype
a formal proof of correctness was developed Thus the nal parallel version
needed no debugging it ran correctly on the rst execution
		 Incompressible ow
This spectral code provides a numerical solution of the threedimensional Eu
ler equations for incompressible ow with axisymmetry Periodicity is assumed
in the axial direction the numerical scheme uses a Fourier spectral method
in the periodic direction and a fourthorder nite dierence method in the ra
dial direction It is based on the twodimensional spectral archetype and has
been implemented in Fortran M for networks of Sun workstations and the IBM
SP Figure 	 shows speedups for the parallel code relative to singleprocessor
execution on the IBM SP Figure 	 shows sample output
	
 Smog model
This code known as the CIT airshed model 	 	 	 models smog in the Los
Angeles basin It is conceptually based on the meshspectral archetype although
it does not use the meshspectral implementation and has been implemented
on a number of platforms including the Intel Delta the Intel Paragon the Cray
TD and the IBM SP as described in 	
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Figure 	 Speedup of D CFD code compared to singleprocessor execution for
	 by 	 grid  steps on the Intel Delta
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Figure 	 Speedup of parallel electromagnetics code compared to sequential
code for  by  by  grid 	 steps on the IBM SP The decrease in per
formance for more than 	 processors results from the ratio of computation to
communication dropping too low for eciency
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Figure 	 Speedup of spectral code compared to processor execution for 	
by 	 grid  steps on the IBM SP Because singleprocessor execution was
not feasible due to memory requirements a minimum of  processors was used
and so speedups are calculated relative to a base of execution on  proces
sors Ineciencies in executing the code on the base number of processors 
eg
paging probably explain the betterthanideal speedup for small numbers of
processors
Figure 	 Output of CFD code 	 Density as a shock interacts with a sinusoidal
density gradient

Figure  Output of CFD code  Density 
ab and vorticity 
cd images for
a Mach 	 shock interaction with a sinusoidal NH interface with IDG 
ideal
dissociating gas chemistry at late and early times

Figure 	 Output of spectral code Azimuthal velocity in a swirling ow

 Related work
Design patterns Many researchers have investigated the use of patterns
in developing algorithms and applications Previous work by the authors and
others 	 	 explores a more general notion of archetypes and their role in
developing both sequential and parallel programs
Gamma et al  address primarily the issue of patterns of computation
in the context of objectoriented design Our notion of a parallel program
archetype in contrast includes patterns of dataow and communication
Schmidt  focuses more on parallel structure but in a dierent context
from our work and with less emphasis on code reuse
Shaw  examines higherlevel patterns in the context of software architec
tures
Brinch Hansens work on parallel structures  is similar in motivation to
our work but his model programs are generally more narrowly dened than our
archetypes
Other work addresses lowerlevel patterns as for example the use of tem
plates to develop algorithms for linear algebra in 
Program skeletons Much work has also been done on structuring programs
by means of program skeletons including that of Cole 	 Botorog and Kuchen
  and Darlington et al 	 This work is more oriented toward functional
programming than ours although 	 mentions the possibility of expressing the
idea of program skeletons in imperative languages and  combines functional
skeletons with sequential imperative code
This work like that of Brinch Hansen describes a program development
strategy that consists of lling in the blanks of a parallel structure with se
quential code Our approach is similar but we allow the sequential code to
reference the containing parallel structure as in the meshspectral archetype
examples
Program development strategies Fang  describes a programming strat
egy similar to ours but with less focus on the identication and exploitation of
patterns
The Basel approach  is more concerned with developing and exploiting a
general approach for classifying and dealing with parallel programs
Ballance et al  are more explicitly concerned with the development of
tools for application support while our work can be exploited to create such
tools it is not our primary focus
Kumaran and Quinn  focus more on automated conversion of template
based applications into ecient programs for dierent architectures

Software reuse Previous work on software reuse eg Krueger  and Vol
pano and Kieburtz  tends to focus on code reuse while our approach in
cludes reuse of designs as well as code
Dataow patterns Other work eg Dinucci and Babb 	 has addressed
the question of structuring parallel programs in terms of dataow our work
diers in that it addresses patterns of both dataow and computation
Onedeep divide and conquer algorithms Several researchers have devel
oped algorithms that t the onedeep divideandconquer pattern A treatment
of the overall pattern focusing on sharedmemory architectures appears in 
Examples of specic algorithms include onedeep mergesort  and onedeep
quicksort 	 
Distributed objects The meshspectral archetype is based to some extent
on the idea of distributed objects as discussed for example in work on pC 
and POOMA 	 We dier from this work in that we focus more on the pattern
of computation and on identifying and exploiting patterns of computation and
communication
Communication libraries Many researchers have investigated and devel
oped reusable general libraries of communication routines MPI  is a notable
example Others have developed more specialized libraries for example MPI
RGL  for regular grids We dier from this work again in that our focus is
on identifying and exploiting patterns
Automatic parallelizing compilers Much eort has gone into develop
ment of compilers that automatically recognize potential concurrency and emit
parallel code HPF  is a notable example This work is orthogonal and we
hope complementary to ours we focus on giving application developers tools
and techniques to manage explicit parallelism for situations in which explicit
parallelism allows for improved eciency or more predictable performance
 Conclusions and future work
Based on our experiences in developing archetypes implementations and ap
plications we believe that our proposed strategy for application development
using archetypes is successful in many respects
  An archetype eases the task of algorithm development by providing a
conceptual framework for thinking about problems in the class it rep
resents It also eases the task of writing reliable parallel programs by

providing guidelines andor provedcorrect transformations for convert
ing essentially sequential code into code for realistic parallel architectures
including messagepassing architectures
  An archetype implementation 
in the form of a code skeleton andor a
library of communication or other routines eases the task of program de
velopment by encapsulating the explicitly parallel aspects of the program
allowing the programmer to focus on writing the 
sequential parts of the
program that are specic to the application Such an implementation also
helps in writing ecient parallel programs by allowing the cost of optimiz
ing communication operations to be amortized over several applications
The primary weaknesses of our approach are these
  Application developers must still identify which archetype to use for a
particular problem which may not be straightforward
  Application developers must in some cases apply a certain amount of in
genuity to make the application 
algorithm and the archetype t
These weaknesses could to some extent be alleviated by the existence of a varied
library of archetypes each with many examples illustrating the range of its use
Many directions for future work suggest themselves
  As suggested above developing an extensive library of archetypes would
broaden the range of applications that can be developed using our strategy
collecting a range of examples for each archetype would assist developers
in choosing and applying an appropriate archetype
  Developing a theory and strategy for archetype composition would add the
benets of modular design to our approach and allow us to more easily ad
dress applications with compositional structures for example taskparallel
compositions of dataparallel computations
  Our work to date has been targeted primarily toward developing programs
for distributedmemory messagepassing architectures We believe that
the archetypes approach is also applicable to sharedmemory architectures
both symmetric and nonsymmetric experiment is needed to determine
whether this is the case
  Our work to date has dealt mainly with deterministic archetypes which
are particularly useful in that they allow the initial stages of algorithm
development to be completely tested and debugged sequentially However
some problems are better suited to nondeterministic archetypes  for
example branch and bound  so our library of archetypes should include
such archetypes as well

  As can be inferred from the two examples presented in this paper archetypes
lend themselves to implementation in an objectoriented framework this
could be the basis for more structured versions of our archetype imple
mentations 
code skeletons and libraries
  Finally since they focus attention on restricted classes of problems rather
than requiring full generality archetypes provide a basis for classspecic
tools for transforming programs from formallyjustied techniques to au
tomated support Developing such tools 
which we believe to be easier
than developing fully general tools would further demonstrate the prac
tical value of our approach
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